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Lemke-Howson method with
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Dolf Talmani and Marnix Zoutenbier2

Abstract

1~ inding a Nash equilibrium in a bimatrix garne is an important problem in garne theory.

'I'Ire algorithrn of Lernke and flowson solvcs this problem. In that algorithrn, however, the

strategy with which the algorithm is initiatcd is a vertcx of the stratc~gy apace. ln t,his paper

Lhe algorithm of Lemke and Howsou is geucralizcd by allowing for one of the players his

initial starting vector to be any stratc:gy in his strategy space. We show that the algorithm

r.onverges within a finite number of steps to a Nash equilibrium and give conditions under

which the Nash equilibrium found by the algorithm is perfect. We also discuss when the

algorithm of Lemke and Howson will fail to find a perfect Nash equilibrium. We conclude

that the algorithm proposed in this paper is a generalization of the algorithm of Lemke

and Howsou.

'I'hi, n~u~arrh is part of I,he li,esearch Prograrn "Competition and Cooperation"

I A.J.J.'I'almau, department o( F.conon~rtrics and CentER, Tilburg University, P.O.Box 90153, 5000

I,P~'I'ilhnr~;,'I'hc N~~Lhi~rlaudti.
'l M.II.II. Zoutr.ubicr, t)epartureut of Mathernatics and Computer Science, University of Technology

Lindhoven, P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, 'I'he Netherlands.



1 Introduction

A well known method to find a Nash eqrrilibrium in a noncooperative game with two
players is the algorithm of Lemke-Howson, see Lemke and Howson [1965]. In a two person
noncooperative game, or bimatrix game, each player has a finite number of actions. Every
combination of actions chosen by the players gives them some payoff. Players are allowed
to randomize their choices over the actions, called strategies. A pair of strategies for the
two players is a Nash equilibrium whcn both players are maximizing their pay-off given the
strategy chosen by the other player. At a Nash equilihrium actions not yielding maximal
marginal payoff arc chosen with probability zcro.

In case oí two players a Nash equilibrium can be found within a finite nurnber of pivoting
steps made in a system of linear equations. In fact, such a pivoting method traces a
piecéwise linear path of points, connecting some starting point with a Nash equilibrium. A
Nash equilibrium always exists but there can be multiple equilibria. A method frequently
used in literature to find a Nash eyuilibrium of a two-person cooperative game is the
method of Lemke and Howson [1965]. That method is initiated at a strategy where one of
the players is choosing one ot its actions with probability one, without loss of generality
to be the first action of the first player. Given this strategy of playcr 1, player 2 chooses
an action that gives him the highest payoff with probability one, his best reply. When the
first action of player 1 is his best reply to the action chosen by player 2, a Nash equilibrium
is inrmcdiatc~ly found. Otherwise, the probability with which player 1 chooses his optimal
reply to the action chosen by player L is increased from zero and the probability with which
he plays his first action is decreased from one. Any time an action becomes optimal for
a player, its probability is increased from zero, and as soon as a probability with which
an optimal action is chosen by a player becomes zero the action is allowed to become
rron-optimal. This holds for any action, except for the first action of the first player. A
Nash equilibrium is reached as soon as the latter action also becomes optimal or becomes
to be chosen with probability zero. 13ecause there are a finite number of actions, this will
happen within a finite nurnber of itcrations.

In this paper we generalize the method of Lemke and Howson to allow for an arbitrary
irritial strategy vector of one of the players, say player 1, instead of taking one of its
actions witlr probability one. Again as starting point the best reply of the other player
to this strategy is considered. Now, for the first player the probability with which he
plays his best reply to that action is inereased and all other probabilities that are stricly
positive are relatively decreased. l~;ach tirne an action becornes opl,irnal for a player, it.ti
probability is incrcased relatively from the initial strategy for the first player and from zero
for the second player. When for player I a probability with which an optimal action is
c;hosen becornes relatively equal to the probabilities with which the non-optimal actions are
played for player 1, or for player 2 such a probability becomes zero, this action is allowed to
become non-optimal for that player. We will prove that within a finite number of steps in
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this way a Nash equilibriurn will be founcL When the initial strategy is such that an action
is chosen with probability one, the algorithm coincides with the method of Lemke-Howson
in the sense t,hat thc same piecewise lincar path is generated. We also show that when the
init,ial strategy íor playcr 1 is completcly mixed, the Nash equilibrium bcing found by the
algorithm is perfect.

In Van den Elzen and 'falman (1993~ a pivoting algorithm was proposed that may start at
an arbitrary set of strategies for each of the players. For that algorithm the probabilities
wit,h which both players play their best replies to the initial strategies of the player are
incrcased and all other probabilíties of the two playcrs are decreased simultaneously. This
ina;y Icad t,o a completcly dilTerent piccewise linear t~ath and evcn t,o a different Nash
~~ctuilibriutu when inil,ia.Lc'cl a.l, I,hc sanic stratc~gY fur onc of I,hc pla,yc~rs ancl thc hc~st reply
to iL of thc othcr playcr. In particular when soiuc a priori iufor~uatiou is knuwn abouL I,hc

location of a Nash eyuilibrium or when one o[ the players has a prior about his optimal
strategy, this algorithm can be applied to find a Nash equilibrium. Moreover, it shows that
thc I.emke-Howson method is a special case of a class of pivoting algorithms by choosing
for one of the players not a mixed strategy as the initial strategy but a pure one in which

one of its actions is taken with probability one.

'Chis paper is organized as follows. [n Section 2, a noncooperative two-person game is
described and the piecewise linear path followed by the algorithm is given. Section 3 gives
a description of thc steps of the algorithm in order to generate the piecewise linear path.
Section 4 compares the algorithm with other methods for finding Nash equilibria.

2 Bimatrix games

A noncooperative game with two players is often called a bimatrix game. Let player 1

and 2 denote the players, and let n~ denote the number of actions for player 1 and n2 the
number of actions for player 2. Both numbers ni and n2 are finite and greater than 1. The

payoffs for the playcrs can be represented by matrices. The n~ x n2 matrix A denotes the

payoff for playcr 1, where the (i, j)-th elerneut ~,,~ of ~l is thr payoff for player I when player

1 chooses action i and player 2 chooses action j, i E I"' , j E In', where l~` -{ 1, ..., k}.

Similarily, B is the n~ x n2 payoff matrix for player'l wherc the ( i, j)-I,h elemcnt 6,~ denol.es

his payoff when playcr 1 chooses action i and player 2 chooses action j. A strategy of player

1 is denoted by a vector x-(xl, ..., x,,, ) r where x;, i E ~"', is the probability with which

player 1 chooses action i at x. Clearly, x E S"' -{z E R"' ~~;'r z; - 1, z; 7 0, i E I"' }.

Siniilarily, a strategy of player 2 is denoted by a vector y-(yl, ..., y,,,)T E S"2. The set

5'"' is called the strategy space for player i, i - 1,2, whereas S - S"' x S"' denotes the

strategy space of the game. An element of S is denoted by ( x, y) and is called a strategy.

At strategy (s, y) E S thc payoff for player 1 equals xT Ay and the payoff for player 2 equals
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.r.~f~B,y. Both players want to maximizc thcir payoff. A strategy (x', y") E S is a Nash equi-
librium if hoth playcrs tnaximii,r~ thcir payoff at ( x', y') given the choice of the other player.

Defenition 2.1
The strategy (x', y') E S is a Nash eyuilibriwn if

z) xT Ay' G x'T Ay', `dx E Sn,

ii) x'TBy C x'TBy',b'y E Sn'.

'I'he i-th component of the vector A,y, y E Sn', is called the marginal payoff at y for player
f when he chooses action i and player 2 chooses strategy y, and the j-th component of the
vector Brx, x E S"' , is called the marginal payoff at x for player 2 when he chooses action
j and player 1 chooses strategy x. Clearly, (x', y') E S is a Nash equilibrium if and only if

and
x~ - 0 if (Ay'); G maxh(Ay')h

(1)
yi - ~ lf (BTx')i G maxh(BTx`)h.

At (x, y) E S, we call an action i for player I a best reply to y or optima] if the marginal
payoff of action i is maximal at y and nonoptimal if it is not maximal aL y, i E In'.
Sirnilar, for the actions of player 2 aL :r. Clearly, ( x`, y') E S is a Nash equilibrium if every
nonoptimal action is c;hosen at (x`, y') with probability zero, and so for the actions chosen
with positive probability the marginal payoff is maximal for the players.

'I'o find a Nash equilibrium, we take an arbitrary strategy for one of the players, say strategy
v' for player 1. Assrrming nondegeneracy, let action r be the unique best reply of player 2
to strategy v' for player 1. Then the algorithm is initiated at the strategy v-(vr, v~) E S,
where v~ - r.2(r). The n2-vector e~(r) denotes the pure strategy of player 2 with the r-th
c.omponent equal to one. If vr is a best reply strategy of player I to v2, then v-(vr, v2)
is a Nash eqrrilibrium. If v' is not a best reply for player 1, then the algorithm generates
a piecewise linear path of strategies in S such that for every strategy (x, y) along the path
it holds that for some 0 G 6 G I,

x; - bv; if (Ay); G maxh(Ay)h
x; ~ fn~, if (Ay); - inaxh(Ay)h

and
yi - 0 if (B~Tx)i G maxh(B~~x)h.

(L)
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Notice that v satisfies (2) for b- 1 and thaL any Nash equílibrium satisfies (2) for b- 0.
In the next section it is shown that tlrere exists a piecwise linear path of strategies in S
connecting v and a Naslr equilibrium and how this path can be followed by a finite number
of pivoting steps in a system of linear equations.

3 The steps of the algorithm

To be able to follow the piecewise linear path described in (2) we transform (2) into a
system of linear equations in which we can perform the pivot steps. Let T denote the set
of optimal actions of both players and substitute Qr for maxh(Ay)h and Qz for maxh(BTx)h.
Then (x, y) E S satisfies (2) if and only if

xk - Óvk and (Ay)k
xk 1 bv~ and (Ay)k

and
yk - O and (BTx)k
yk ? 0 and (Br~)k

c Q,
- Qr

C Qz
- Qz

if ( l, k) ~ T
if (1, k) E T

if(2,k)~7'
if (2, k) E T

(3)

where b- rnin~E~~, {~w~ ~ 0}. If we denote the closure of the set of vectors (x,y) E S
,

which satisfy (:3) for given 'I' by B('I'), wc sec t,hat, assuming nondegeneracy, for each T the
scL B('I') is cithcr cnrpty or a linc scgnrcnt, in Lhc sl,ratcgy spac.r, of thc gamc. !`Iso, for a sc~t.
T for which B(a') is not empty it holds thaL 'I'fl l"' is a subsct of thc bcst reply scL of player
2 at any (:r,;q) E B(7'). If B(T) is a line segnrent, this can be traversed by performing one
pivot stcp in a relatad linear program. "I'his lincar program is obtained from (3) for given T
by introcíucing slack variables for the inequalities. ' I'he slack variables for the inequalities
(Ay)k C ~3r, (1, k) ~!', are denoted ~rk, thosc for thc inequalities ( BTx)k G~3zi (2, k) ~ T,
arc denoted -yk, and those for xk 1 óvk, (I, k) E T, are denoted .1k. Now we are able to
clefine the system of linear equations in which the pivot steps have to be made:

~(z.k)ETykAk ~ ~(r,h)gTl~her(h) - Qre

hBT~ ~(I.k)E7' ~kBk ~- ~(2.h)~T7he2(h) - Qze.

where

(4)

~(r,k)ET~k - 1 - b, ~(2,k)E'Tyk - 1.

When we define T' by T' - T`{(l,kr),(2,kz)}, for some ( I,kr) E T and (2,kz) E 7',
ancl ~UbStlttltt: ~k, - I - b - ~(l,k)E'I',k~k, ~k and ykJ - ( - ~('l,k)E'I',k~kl tlk, wt~ cll,tatn tlle

following system of equations

~(z,k)ET' yk(Ak - Ak~) f~(r,h)~7' {~hEr(Íi) - F're - Ak„

b(BTVr - Bk ) ~ ~(r,k)ET~ ~k(Bk - Bk ) t ~(2,h)~T~)'he2(h) - Qze - Bk

(5)
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w h c~ rc 0 G b G I,~k 7 0 ~1( I, h. ) E T', ,yk ~ 0 V( L, k) E 'I ", Ic k ~ 0 b'(1, k)~ 7',

7k ~O d(~, ~~) ~ I, L.(I,k)E"1', ~k G 1- b, and ~(1 k)E'I''?)k G l. '}'}Ilti Iti a tiyl,~`In uf 7t~ ~ fey
cquations in ici ~- raz ~- I iuiknowns, so if thc set of solutions is uoL crnpt.y, ~ssuniing
nondegeneracy, it induces a line segnrent in Lhe strategy space, which has two endpoints.
A solution to ( ~i) is denoted ( b, .~, y, li, ry, ~~).

To b~ able t,o prove the convergence of the algorithm, we need a nondegeneracy condition,
which can be avoidc~d by perturbing Lhe syst,em or using Iexicographic pivot rules.

Assumption 3.1
At each solution (b, ,~, y, ~, ry, (i) of (5) it }ras to hold that at most one of the constraints

O G b G 1, ~k 1 0 b'(1, h) E T', yk ? 0 t1(2, k) E T', p~k ? 0 t1(j, k) ~ T, ~(r,k)ET' ~k G 1-b,
and ~(z,k)ET' yk C 1 is binding, unless the corresponding point is a Nash equilibrium.

'L'his assurnption implies that all steps of thc algorithm are unique. ln particular, it implies
that at the starting vector v-(v', v2), player 2 has one optimal action against player 1
pla,ying v', and player 1 has one optimal action against player 2 playing his optimal action
aga.inst, v'. We, arc now ablc to deticribc thc steps of t,hc algorithrn rnore formally.

Algorithm

Step 0
Clioose v' E S"', cornpute s- argmaxk(Brv')k and r- argmaxk(Aez(s))k. If v' - e'(r)
then v-(v', ez(s)) is a Nash equilibrium and the algorithm terminates. Else, let ki - r
and kz - s, set T' - 0, and T- {(1,k1),(2,kz)}. Furthermore set Ql -(Aez(s))k,,,Qz -
(1~TV')ks,iik - ,~r - (Aez(s))k, d(l,k) ~ T,7k - Qz - (BTVI)k, d(2,h) ~ T, and b - 1.
Start decrcasing b from 1 in (5) and go to Step 1.

Step 1
a) If b becomes zero, a Nash equilibrium x` -(x„ x2) is reached where xl -

~(r,k)ET~ke'(k) and x2 - ~(z,k)E'rJke2(k).
b) Ií ~k becomes zero for some (1, k) E T', then go to Step 2a.
c) If ~(~ k)ET' ~k becomes equal to ] - b, then J~k, has become zero. Go to Step 2b.
d) If yk becomes zcro for some (2, k) E T', t}ren go to Step 2c.
c) If ~(z.k)EI~'yk becomes eyual to I, Lhen yk, has becorne zero. Go to Step 2d.
f) If hh becomes zero for some (l,h) ~ T, then go to Step 3a.
l;) If ryr, bccornes zero for some (2, h) ~ T, then go to Step 3b.

~~



Step 2
a) T' beconies T'`{(1, k)}, increase'rk from zero in system (5), and return to Step 1.
b) Substit.ute the largest ~k, say ~r, by 1- h-~tr,k)ET',k~r ~k, and increase p.k, from

zero by pivoting the related column into system (5). T' becomes T'`{(1,l)}, kr
bccomes l, and return to Step 1.

c) T' becomes T'`{(2, k)}, increase -yk from zero in system (5) and return to Step 1.
d) Substitute the largest yk, Say T~r, by 1-~t2,k)ET',k~l yk, and increase ryk, from zero

by pivoting the related column into system (5). T' beomes T'`{(2, l)}, k2 becomes
l, and return to Step 1.

Step 3
a) If {(1, k) ~ vk 1 0, k E I"' } C 7' U{(I, h)}, then a Nash equilibrium x' -(xi, x~)

has been reached where x~ - ~tr,k)ET~ker(k) ~ M~r and x~ - ~t2,k)ETyke~(k). Else
T becomes T U {(l,h)}, increase .1h in (5) from zero and go to Step 1.

b) T becomes T U{(2, h)}, increase yh in (5)from zero and go to Step 1.

Decreasing b from 1 in Step 0 implies that ~k, is increased from zero at v - (v', vZ).
50, we start increasing the probability with which player 1 plays his (unique) optimal ac-
tion to v2 - e~(k~) oí player 2. In Step la) the variable 6 becomes zero, which implies that
thc point reached must be a Nash equilibrium. In Step lb), the probability with which
an optimal action of player 1 is played becomes equal to bvk. The probability with which
this action is played stays equal to óvk, and this action is made non-optimal by decreas-
ing the related marginal payoff, ( Ay)k, from the maximum marginal payoff for player 1,
~r. In Step lc), the probability with which action ( 1, kr) is played by player 1 becomes
equal to bvk~ . Another action takes over the role of this action and action (1, kr ) is made
non-optimal. Note that this is always possible, because each player has always at least one
optimal action. Steps ld) and le) are the analogues to lb) and lc), respectively, for player
2. '1'hc only difference is that an action of player 2 becomes non-optimal if the probability
with which it is played becomes equal to zero. In the Steps lf) and lg) an action becomes
optirnal, while before it was not optimal. In general we add the action to the set of optimal
actions and start increasing the related probability with which it is played. In case of leh
becoming zero for some h E In', we have reached a Nash equilibrium if action (l,h) were
thc last action for player 1 that is pla.yed with positive probability and not being optimal.

Theorem 3.1
Under Assurnption :3.1 the algorithrn linds a Nash equilibrium within a finite number of

steps.

Proof
Suppose the algorithm cycles and let (x, y) be the first endpoint of a line segment which is

generated twice. Let I - Ir U Izi with 1~ - {(1, 1),... ,(l,n~)}, j E{1,2}. If (x,y) ~ v,
it is the solution to (5) for some Q C I and P C I, whe.rc P~ Q. Because of Assumption
3.1 it is not possible that there exists also sorne R C l, witlr R~ P and R~ Q, such that
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also (~, y) E B(R). With respect to CZ, in thc algorithm it has to hold that we are in one
of the steps 16)-lg). Suppose we are in step 16) (the other cases are similar). Then (a, y)
is also an endpoint of solutions to (~i) for Q`{(l,k)}. Because of the assumption it has
to hold that P- Q`{(l,k)}, which means Lhat the algorithm returns to (x,y) after the
next pivot step has been made in system (5). Otherwise (x, y) was not the first end point
visited twice. The algorithm does however not return to the end point because we start
increasing pk from zero.

If y- v, then the algorithm has returned to the starting point, which is a solution to (5)
for a unique set Q C I, namely the one with which the algorithm is initíalized. So if y- v,
the algorithm should have returned to v in the first pivot step of the algorithm, which is
not possible because we start decreasing b from 1.

It follows that the algorithm does not cycle. Because the strategy space is a compact space,
all variables that satisfy ( 5) are bounded. Because both players have a finite number of
actions, there are a finite number of subsets of I, so the algorithm has to terminate within
a finitè number of steps, which can only be in a Nash equilibrium.

(Z. I~,. D

1Jxample 3.1
Cousiclcr thc following biina,l,rix ganic G ni, ~az, ~1, l3 ), z~.i -~ii.t - 3,

l -2 5 -'~ ~ 3
A- 3 `l 4 ,1~- 5 -'l 1

0 3 -I 1 2 3
(6)

The threc Nash equilibria of this game are
((0, 1, 0), ( 1, 0, 0)), (( 4~9, 5~9, 0), (1~3, 0, 2~3)), ((3~4,1~4, 0), (0,1~5, 4~5)).

We take vt -(5~7,1~7,1~7), then s- 2 and r - 3, so v-((5~7,1~7,1~7), (0,1,0)) and
T-{(1,3), (2,2)}. We starL by decrcasing 6 írom 1 until (x, y) -((5~8,1~8,2~8),(0,1,0)) is
reached, where y3 equals zero, and so action (2,3) becomes optimal for player 2. T becomes
{( l, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3)} and we start increasing y3 from 0. We reach (x, y) - ((5~8, 1~8, 2~8),
(0,5~6,1~6)), where ~e2 becomes zero, so action ( 1,2) becomes optimal for player 1. T

bccomes {(1, 2), ( l, :3), ( 2, 2), ( 2, 3)} and we procced with increasing ~2 until J~3 becornes

zero at (~,y) -((15~22,4~22,3~2`L), ( O,Fi~6,l~Fi)). Notice that we are in Step ]c) of thr~

algorithm. Action ( 1,3) has maxirnurn marginal payoff, but the related probabilit,y x3

becomes equal to bv3. We proceed wit.h decreasing the marginal payoff for acl,ion ( 1,3) from

~c, and keep the probability with which acaion ( 1,3) is played equal to lrv;. 'I' bec.omes

{(1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3)}, kr becomes 2 instead of 3, and we start increasing {~3 írom zero.

We reach ( ~,y) -((15~22,4~22,3~22),(0,1~5,4~5)) where pr becomes zero, and therefore

ac.tion (1,1) becomes optimal. T becomes {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), (2,, 3)} and we proceed with

increasing ~~ until we reach ( x, y) -((3~4,1~4,0),(0,1~5,4~5)) where 6 becomes zero and a

Nash equilibrium is reached.
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4 Refinements of Nash Equilibria

In I,his secl,ion we show that Lhe algorithnt elcveloped in this paper finds a perfecL Nash
c~quilibriunt iu case for one of Lhe players a starting vector is chosen in the interior of the
st.rategy spacc of that playcr. In casc tLat starting vector happens to lie on the boundery of
thc st,rategy space, iL is not guaranteed LhaL a perfect Nash equilibrium is found. This ïs due
to t,he fact that the original Lernke-Ilowson algorithm is a special c,ase of the new algorithm
by chosing a pure sl,rategy a.5 the starting strategy, a.nd it rnay fail to find a perfect Nash
cquilibrium. Wc remark tltat also thc algorithrn of Van den Elzen and Talman will find a
perfect Nash equilibrium when being initiated in thc interior of the whole strategy space.
flowcvcr, whc~n inil,iatcd aL thc sarnc sl,rategy v~c.Lor, Lhc a.lgorithm of Van clcn 1',lzcn aud
'f.rlntau ntay find a. N~4tih cqnilibriuin hc~ing dilfcrcutl, frunt thc onc founcl by I,hc algoril,hnt
proposed in I,his paper. Irt particular, if a contplcLely ntixecl strategy is chosen for one of the
playcrs and its pure best reply for the other player, the algorithm in thís paper will always
find a perfect Nash eyuilibrinm, whercas the algorithm of Van den Elzen and Talman may
find one not being perfect.

'1'he Lemke-IIowson algoritlrm has a finite number of possïble points from which it can be
init,ialized, namely some of the vertices oí the strategy space of the game. For a vertex in
which the Lcmke-llowson algorithm can be started, it is required that both players have a
unique hest reply against the strategy played by the other player. I:or one of the players,
say player 'L, iL holds that, he plays his best reply with probabïlity 1. If the other does the
s.rtnc~, wc ha.vc a N~utih cquilihriwn. 'I'his equilihrium is nol, ncccssarily pcrfect. `I'his can bc
sc,c~n c:i.vily, bcc~ausc not all Nash ccttiilihria in pure st,ratrgics havc tlrc pcrfcctncss propcrtY,
and so thc algorithnt can hc til.artcd in a Naxh cquilibriunt LhaL is noL pcrfccL. Ilowevcr, if
1,hc, sl,arl,ing point is not a Na.tih equilihriurn it is also possihle t,hat Lhe algorithrn tcrminates
with a. N~itih ccfnilihriurn thal, is noL pcrfccl,, ~tti Lhc following cxantplc shows.

Example 4.1 Consider thc following bimatrix gamc c rar , ia2i A, !~ ) with rar - 'l, rc2 -`l,
and

A-~2 1~'(3-~1 L~. (7)

Whc~n we take v-(et(1),e~(1)), the algorithm is initiated in a vertex at which player 2

is on his best reply set and player I is not. Action (1,2) is optimal for player 1 and we
st,art increasing :c2 from zero. We reach in one step the point ((l~l,l~l),(1,0)). Act,ion

('~,'~) bccomcs also optimal for player `L, and we start increasing ,y2. We reach the Nash

equilibrium ((1~2,1~1),(0,1)). This ïs not a perfect Nash equilibrium, because player 1 plays

action (1,1) with some positive probability. 'I'he only perfect equilibrium in the game is

(rt(2), é1(2)). 1'he algorithm can also be started in this vertex, of course.

We could interpret this a.g if the algorithm is on its way to the perfcct Nash equilibrium,
but it fails to reaeh it because on Lhe path Lo the perfect Nash equilibrium Lhcre is another

~



(not perfecl.) N~sh equilibriuni. Although we cannot guarantee that the algoritlrm always
finds a perfe~ct c~qnilibrium, we c:an give a condition under which it will do, for which we

nc~ed I,hc following Icnrrua.

Lenuna 4.1
lf unclcr Assumption 3.1 the Lemkc-llowson algorithrn finds a Nash equilibrium that is not

perfect, then vr is a dominated strategy.

Proof Assutne withouL loss of genc.rality that for playe.r 1 it holds that v~ - er(1). For

player 21et his best reply be e2(s) and let the best reply for player 1 against player 2 playing

éZ(s) be er(r), which both are unique by assumption. Suppose the algorithm finds a Nash

equilibrium (x`, y`) which is dominated, then one of the players plays an action (j, k) with

positive probability in (x`, y`), while action (j, k) is dominated by another action of player

7, saY (J,l).

1) Supposc j- 2. lt can not be truc that action (2,.y) for player 2 is dominated by some

othe~r action ('l,t), because thc~n it has to hold that (L3~~vr), -(l3rv')c and this violates the
nonclegeneracy condition. It is also irupossible t,hat an aci,ion (2, k) becomes optimal dur-

iug the process, say in (:r,', y'), while action (2, k) is dominated by some other action (2,1).
If action (L, k) becomes optimal we can havc that action (2, l) were not optimal either.

In this case act,ion (2, l) has to become also optimal at. (T', y') which violates the nonde-

genera.c,y condition. lf action (2, l) was already optirnal, then it has the same marginal
payofF as action (2, k) in (x',,y'), while before (B~~~x')i )(13~~~xr)k. At thc moment that the

marginal payoffs becorne eyual, some action of playcr 1 becomes played with probability

zero, uamely the action (1, la) for which Ghc 1 Gr,~, where bht is the element from the matrix

B in row h and column t. 'I'his also violates the nondegeneracy condition. We have shown

that player 2 never plays a dominated action with positive probability.

2) Suppose j- 1, and suppose action ( 1,1) is not dominated. In this case during the

algorithrn an action ( I, k) bccomes opt.irnal, while this action is dominated by some other

ac~Lion (1,l). Action ( l,r) can not be dominatecl by some other action (l,t) because this

would imply that (~l,y)c 1(Ay), for a.ll ,y E S"~, so action ( l,r) could not be the unique

bf~st reply agaiust action (`l,s) from player `L. For the same reasons as above it is not

possiblc that some dominated action for player 1 becomes optirnal during the process.

l) and 2) together imply that if in a Nash equilibriurn obtained with the Lemke-Howson

algorithm, a dominated action is played with positive probability, t,his has to be action

(l,l). This proves the lemma.

In the algorithm proposed in this paper, player 1 chooses a strategy vr and player 2 reacts

9



by choosing iris unique bcst, reply to vr. It is assumed that player 1 has one optimal
action against playcr 2 playing his best reaction to v'. 1'he following theorem shows that
thc gencralizcd I,emkc-Ilowson algorithm is not only a generalization of the Lemke-Howson
algorithrn just because of thc fact that we have enlarged the set of possible startiug vectors,
but this also implies that we rnay choose a starting vector from which we will find a perfect
Nash eyuilibrium for sure.

Theorem 4.1 Under Assumption 3.1, the generalized Lemke-Howson algorithm finds a
perfect Nash equilihrium (~', y") E S, whenever v' E int(S"' ), where int(S"' )- {x E S"' ~
:rk ) 0, `dk E i"' }.

Proof If (a.',,y') E int(S), il, is obviously perfect. Suppose therefore that (~',,y') ~ int(S).
Wc will show that none of thc actions played with positive probability in the Nash equilib-
riunr (:c', y~') is dominated by another action o( t,hat player. 'Chis implies that the strategies
:c' a.nd ?~' are a.lso not dorninated, which irnplies that (:r.', y') is a perfect Nash equilibriutn.
Lcl, v~ E int(,5'r), k - argrnaxh(Brvr)r„r - argmaxh(flc~(~:))n, with r and h unique in-
diccs, by the assumption. We observe that because of vr E int(S"' ) we have that (x', y') is
a Nash equilibrium only iC b has becorne zero. Hcnce, in the, last iterat,ion of the algorithm,
b clecreases frorn a positivc valuc to iaro. Let (a',,y') be the other end point of thc last linc
sc~gmcnl,, hcing gcncratcd hy I,Irc ~.Igorit,hnr.

1) Supposc ,r~' is a dominatcd stratagy for playcr 2. Rccausc b~ 0, for cach (a, y) uncyual
to (:c',y`) on thc path from v to (x',Tl`) gcncratcd by thcgeneralized Lemke-llowson algo-
rithm, it hrr.ti to hold that a E int(S"' ). Supposc player 2 plays action ('l, s) with probability
,y; ~ 0 in (:c', y'), and action (2, s) is dominated by action (2, t). However, for ~ E int(S"' ),
wc have that (~~~:c)c ~( R~'~:r), and because player 2 operates on his best reply set during
thc algorithm, ,y, has to be zero for all (:r, y) on the path from v to the Nash equilibrium
(T',,y'), and because of a continuity argument also in the Nash equilibrium (x',y'). We
can conclude that player 2 can not play dominated actions with positive probability in an
cquilibriurn. So stratcgy az is not dorninated.

2) Supposc playcr 1 plays a clominated strategy in the Nash equilibrium (x', y'). Then,
pla.ycr I lilays at Ic~asL one clonrinatc~d a.ction in (:r.',,y') wil,h positivc probability, say, act,ion
( I,.y) is cloniinat,ccl hy act.ion ( I, f.) ancl playc~d with posil,ivc prohahilil,y in (:c', y'). Wc~ havc

a,h C arh for cvery Ja E I"z and
a,h' G arh~ for somc h' E ~"'.

10



Let us clefine

I)i -{p E I"! ~ a,p C acy} ancl
1;i -{q E I"' ~ a,q - ac~}.

Aftc~r the initialization, iL is impossible that r- s, because if k E Dr, we have ark 1 a,k
anci if k E Isr, we havc r E {s,l} since~ it, woulcl not be unique in that case. So at v, action
( I, 8) is not optimal for playc~r l. In (:c`, y`), wc havc that if action ( 1, la) is not optimal, x~~
equals zero. 13ecause~ :r.; 1 0, action ( I, s) musL have bccome optimal during the process.

Action ( 1,.5) can only be optimal ií yh is zero for each h E Dr, else for at lcast one action

(l,l) we have that (~ly)r ~( Ay),. "I'he.re are two possibilities:

a) Action ( l, l.) is optimal if (:r', y') is reached whereas action ( 1, s) bec,omes optimal, while

beforc ( l,s) was not optimal and (l,l) wero. Then, i1, has to hold at (x',y') that ~, has

become rero, while at the same time the last action h E Dt with yh 7 0, is played with

prohability zero. '1'his means that we violate the nondegeneracy assumption in (x', y').
'rhis can not be the case.

b) Action ( 1, t) is uot an optimal action if wc reach (x', y'), where ( 1, s) becomes optimal.

We have (Ay')c ~(~1y')„ and because ( l,t) was not optirnal before and (l,s) becomes

optimal in a', we must have (Ay')r -(Ay'),. This implics that ~C, and pr become zero at

(:r', y'), which violaLe~s also thc~ nondegeneracy condition. Frorn this we may conclude that

for c,a.c-h (:c,,y) un Lhc~ pal.h gc~ne,rat.c,cl by Lhc~ algorii,hm, possihly with c~xception of the Nash

c~qrrilihriunr, wc~ havc, Lhal, (~l?~), G ru:rxr,(~1y)r„ aud thc~rc~furc~ I,hat cloruinatccl til,ratc~gicr arc~

nc~vcr opt,inia.l for playcr l, excepL maybc aL :r. -:r'. 'I'his itnplies thaL dorninated stratcgies

arc~ a.lways playccl with probability zcro in a~`.

I~runr I ) ancl 2) it follows that in a Nash cquilibrium dominated actions arc played with

prohability ~cro by hoth players, so I,hey do not play clominated strategies either, and

t,hcreforc~ the~ Nash c~quilibrimn being fonnd is a perfect Nash equilibrium, see van Damme

[1987~.
a.);.D

Th~ generalized Lernke-Howson algorithm, however, does not find necessarily a proper

equilibrium. "fhe following example shows this.

Example 2
Consider thc bimatrix game C n~,nl, n, I3 ) , wil,h rxr - a,n~ -`L and

'L 0 O I
A- 'l 2 ,1~- ~i 0

:3 3 2 'l

11



Wc see that the stratcgies (l,l} and (1,2) are dominated by the action (1,3). The Nash
equilibria of tFris game are ((0, 0, 1), (.r., l-~)), for any x E[0,1]. All of these equilibria
arc períect, hut the only proper equilibrium is the strategy vector ((0,0,1),(1~2,1~2)). For
example, if player `l plays strategy (1~4,3~4), and player 1 assigns a probability 1~3 to

action (1,2) and 2~3 to action (1,1), then (1~4,3~4) is not a best reply for player 2, because
playing action (2,2) is not optimal anymoro. A similar reasoning can be applied to show
that the other cquilibria are not proper, except for ((0,0,1),(1~2,1~2)). If we take v' -
(18~20,1 ~20, I ~20) E int(Sr), we havc that action (2,2) is optimal for player 2. The starting
vc~ctor is thereíore z~ -((18~`10,1~20,1~`LO),(0,1)). Action (1,3) is the best reply for player

1 against player 2 playing c2(2). So, we leave v by increasing x3 and decreasing x2 and

xi proportionally. Wc~ reach in one step the Nash equilibrium ((0,0,1),(0,1)), which is not

~iropcr.
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